The Comprehensive Solution for Surveillance, Risk, Compliance, and Regulatory Reporting.

**CrossCheck™ Clients**

- Banks | Financial Institutions
- Hedge Funds | Prop Trading
- Broker Dealer | Clearing Firms

**Key Features**

CrossCheck™ captures and aggregates a firm’s global trade flow in real time. This solution provides a complete view of trading activity.

- Global multi-asset trade data aggregation.
- Monitor and visualize transaction metrics.
- Real-time alerting on transaction metrics.
- Account and position limit management.

CrossCheck™ delivers the benefits of out-of-the-box functionality with the capability to be customized.

- Global Trade Flow Aggregation
- Real-time Surveillance
- Market Risk Visualization
- Trade Mitigation Kill Switches
- Market Abuse Monitoring
- Automated Regulatory Reporting

CrossCheck™ is implemented by many of the world’s premier financial institutions.
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BornTec deploys CrossCheck™ to our clients within days. Screens can be customized to meet end-user preferences.

**Surveillance**
CrossCheck™ enables real-time trade flow surveillance and can address RTS 6 technical standards.

**Compliance**
Key solution features for compliance include real-time market abuse monitoring and turnkey regulatory reporting.

**E-Solutions Support**
CrossCheck™ trade flow administration features include the visualization of real-time global trade flow through a single screen.

**Data Visualization**
Unique dashboard functions include the visualization of multiple, customized client leader boards and global risk exposures.

The CrossCheck™ demonstration takes approximately one hour. BornTec system deployment experts lead the presentation.